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$^1$H-NMR and $^{13}$C-NMR Data

for Compounds Described in Full Paper
Current Data Parameters
NAME      mv30htd
EXPNO     5
PROCNO    1

F2 - Acquisition Parameters
Date      2000/12/01
Time      4:07
INSTRUM   drx600
PROPNO    5 mm TBI H/C
PULPROG   zgdone
TD        65036
SOLVENT   CDCl3
NS        10200
DG        0
SWH       3267.738 Hz
FIDRES    0.498663 Hz
AQ        1.0027508 sec
BG        2856.3
DW        15.300 usec
DE        8.60 usec
TE        354.0 K
D1        1.0000000000 sec
d11       0.00000000 sec
L4        500

CHANNEL 1
NUC1      1H
P1        5.00 usec
PL1       -2.00 dB
SFO1      125.7707390 MHz

CHANNEL 2
CPDPRG2   wait10
NUC2      1H
PGD2      100.00 usec
PL2       8.60 dB
PL12      22.00 dB
SFO2      500.1325096 MHz

F2 - Processing parameters
SI        36/36
SF        125.7707390 MHz
WDW       EM
SSB       5.00 Hz
QGB       0
PC        0.20
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Julian肇庆样品 18/12/94 in CDCl3 at 40°C, neat temp. analysis. Biomedical NMR.
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Sample 10/10 in CDCl3 at 400 MHz for 2D HSQC
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